MICROCHIP Identification & Recovery Information
RECOVERY HOTLINE: 1-800-396-1896
CANADACHIP is a national pet rescue program offered by The Canadian Kennel Club. Every
microchipped dog registered with the CKC is automatically enrolled in the Recovery Database.
The CKC has been assisting in the recovery of lost purebred dogs for many decades, long before
microchips were ever in existence. Both the American Kennel Club in United States and The
Kennel Club in England operate similar recovery programs for companion animals.
A microchip is a small capsule about the size of a grain of rice that contains a computer chip
which stores an alphanumeric code that is unique and specific to the animal with the implant.
The microchip is injected under the skin into the connective tissue of the puppy with a large bore
hypodermic needle. It is no different than having your pet vaccinated. The process is quick and
causes minimal discomfort.
Microchips are produced of biologically inert materials, and individually sterilized and
packaged. They do not cause a tissue reaction and have been found to be extremely safe in both
the short and long term. Early versions of the microchip had a tendency to “migrate” after
implantation. Today's manufacturers have developed microchips with anti-migrating properties
which has greatly reduced this potential. The microchip itself contains no internal battery. The
code is deciphered by power from the scanner or reader. A microchip has a long lifespan that far
exceeds the life of the animal.
Microchips provide a permanent, non-removable means of animal identification that will not
fade or be lost over time as can occur with a tattoo or ID tag. Owner information can be accessed
immediately through the recovery database associated with the microchip. This ensures the quick
and accurate identification of a lost pet. It is a system that knows no geographical boundary and
is applicable throughout North America, making it the best insurance to provide your pet in the
event it becomes lost.
When a lost animal appears in a shelter, humane society, or veterinary clinic, it will be scanned
for a microchip. If one is present, the specific alpha-numeric code will be displayed and the
owner identified through the recovery database using the 800 toll free number.
The owner can also notify the database, veterinary clinics and shelters in the event of a lost pet.
It is best to keep the number on file along with your dog’s veterinary records. There is a record
of all microchip numbers and contact information for every dog from Fairhill Farm. If we can
be of assistance call 1-902-847-9889 for ID information and suggestions to help you recover
your lost poodle.
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